ABOUT ZENZA

Zenza is focusing on designing and manufacturing handmade products for over
20 years now, by using traditional techniques. This way we hope to contribute
in maintaining handcrafts alive in this world with mass production, as they are
becoming rare nowadays.
To describe the style that is characteristic for Zenza, you will need words like:
relaxed, ethnic, chic, urban nomadic and souk-a-holic!
The Zenza collection reflects a traditional spirit, yet in a modern style.
Exotic, beautiful and natural materials and love for eastern design, makes from
Zenza a specialist in ethnic chic home accessories. The design conceptions
express a weakness for handcraftsmanship that translates ancient traditions to
today's world. Our collection is unique and gathered the attention of stylists
and designers worldwide.
The key in our lighting collection is the nickel plated copper with its delicate
holes patterns. A Zenza lamp will not only provide you with atmospheric
lighting, but it also shows amazing shadow patterns on your walls.
Each pattern is unique and every lamp is individually hand-crafted.
Perfect for every room!
We are very thankful for all the wonderful people we work with, worldwide.
Especially in Egypt, where we have our own factory, we can work according to
our ethical standards. We are also very grateful that we can contribute to
better life circumstances for the people we work with. We enjoy what we do
and love what we create.

Let’s all make the world more beautiful and start at your own home, make it
Zenzational!

HOME ACCESSORIES
To complete the Zenza collection, we add other home accessories from India,
specially made by or own design.
To balance our collection and soften the hardness of the metals, we use silk,
wool, hemp, linen and cotton in our home textiles, such as pillows and rugs.
There is always a link to our favorite themes: basic nomadic, sober bohemian,
raw chic.
We like to combine materials in a surprising way, exploring possibilities. The
materials we choose are always from a natural source of a high pureness and
quality, often rich and sometimes humble.
We are so fond of the textiles and skills in India for embroidery and weaving, so
we have a great range of pillows to complete the picture.
Zenza's line of rugs is beautiful to combine, several ones used together creates
a cool look in a room!
The leather used in our carpets is sourced from waste materials of the leather
industry and allows for strong and durable weaving only using scraps.

Take a look at our website www.zenzahome.com for more impressions of our
collection.

